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This paper reconsiders the positive staterrent that frcrn the point of víew of the 
applícatíons, deterministic processes do not seem te have very great interest 
and that classical Fourier rrethods faíl when appliedto econcrnic Une series. 
The basic reason is in the transfornation used te attain stationari ty. 
A trend defini tion is proposed and empirical evidence in frequency da:nain is of-
fered. 
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HARMJNIC ANALYSIS IN ECONY.>lICS 
ALVAREZ vAzQUEZ, NELSON JULIO 
HARMJNIC ANALYSIS IN ECONY.>lICS 
BY 
NELSON JULIO ALVAREZ VAZQUEZ 
JJ~~ ------,----
DEPARTAMENro DE ECl~ 
DE LA UNIVERSIDAD CCMPLUI'ENSE DE MlillRID 
INI'RODOCTION 
"For deterrninistic signals, the spectrum is t.l-¡e limit in 
the usual Jll3.thematical sense, of the sample spectrum C (f) as the re-
xx 
cord lenght tends to infini ty. HChlever, the whi te noise example al:ove 
shcws that when C (f) is used to analyze a tirre series its behavior is xx 
so erratic as to render it uselss for estiJll3.tion purposes". (Jenkins and 
í'latts, pag. 213, 1. 968) • 
This paper reconsiders the positive statement that from the 
point of wiew of the applications, deterrninistic processes do not seem 
to have a very great interest and the classical Fourier methods fail 
when applied to economic time series. The basic reason is in the trans-
fonretion used to attain stationarity. A trend definition is proposed 
and empirical evidence in freguency dornain is offered. 
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Too object of all science is the formulation of lawS. Wnile 
this is a constant fact in sciences such as physics, i t may be observed 
in this respect that in Eco¡¡c::mi,cE_tlleJ:"e is a certain regression inr~laJ
tion te Classical Economics itself. 
Although Econanetrics appears in the thirties with the airo of 
applying the sarre rrethcxlological rigour as that found in physics, at the 
sarre tine the use of hanronic analysis is abandoned, arguing essential 
differences in context and managing te generate the sensation of finding 
oneself faced with a carnpletely closed situation. 
While it is true that mmerous efforts were !l'.ade during the 
19th century in the field of econcrnics and that of tim= series in gene-
ral, within the so-called unobserved ccmponent rrethcxl, these trials were 
abandoned at the beginning of the present century te gi ve way te autore-
gressive and moving-average models. 
This rreans abandoning a deterministic conception of economic 
phenanena in favour of an interpretation of an stochastic nature. 
In any case, the resulta caused a type of conclusion te be 
drawn which today takes the form of a maintained hypothesis upon which 
the econcrnist bases his investigation work. 
II • THE SOURCES OP IJ:YP(ID1ESES IN ECOro-ITCS 
Prom the moment when Physics becomes organized as a science, 
we can observe the use of a small number of theories, mainly the corpus-
cular and wave ones, which bears a marked contrast with the econanic 
field. 
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it was the 
tine. It 
After our disciplire had arisen within Philosophy, 
latter which was te be a main source of hypotheses for a long 
will suffice te rrention the hypothetical case-ºf_ the rational agÉnt,JJ~ e 
principles of utilitarianism, who maximizes profits or 
still valid today in the hypothesis of rational expec-
subject te the 
setisfactions, 
tancy, and in the theory of statistical decision i tself. 
Urrloubtedly, a rational agent erxlCM€d with a free will fa-
vours a probabilistic interpretation of econarnic phenornena rather than a 
nechanistic explanation. 
If on the other hand Economics is considered as a theory of 
choice, this rreans the optimization of linear functions, which evokes a 
second source of hypotheses in the available rreth""'s But' f . t . ~ . ~ ~ ~s ac-
cepted that the phenornena can approximate wi thin a linear theory, this 
favours the opinion of those who hold that the main weight must be con-
ceded to the trerrl, whilst the fluctuations must be limited to the role 
of mere accidental deviations fraro the trerrl lineo 
Both sources of hypotheses i11ustrate the difficulties of 
postulating a deterministic wave hypothesis te approximate econanic 
phencmena. 
III. PL.r..U3IBILI'IY OP A WAVE HYPCYl'HESIS IN ECOro-ITCS 
Be that as i t may, once in any science a determined corpus of 
hypotheses and theories have acquired a certain acceptance, any attempt 
at revision rreets Y1ith difficulty. Te confirm this statement, 1 shall 
ca11 to mind one of the reasons that Copernicus adduced (page 100, 1982) 
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te postulate the hypothesis of the roundness of the Earth: "It is also 
deduced l:ecause the waters eros sed by sailors have this sane form: sinee 
tl10se who cannot make out the land fran land __ frcmth5!ship, can see it 
fran the tep of the llI3.st, fran the land te those who remain on the sho-
re, it seems that they are deseending little by litUe as the ship ad-
vanees, until it is finally hidden, as if setting like the sun". 
In Econanies also, it is possible te argue analogous consi-
derations in favour of a wave theory. It. is suffieient te observe the 
ba~viour of-different histerical series and corresponding graphical 
representations. 
The empirical evidenee of fluctuations is previous te any de-
terministie or stochastie e.xplanation¡ a logical antecedent of classical 
theories of the econanie cyele, or of present-day probabilistie rrethods 
of tirre series analysis. 
Conseguently, in the very behaviour of histerieal series the-
re is a presumption, in rny opinion favourable te a wave theory rather 
thar¡ to a linear one. 
What is llOre, the evidenee of the existenee of fluetuations 
in econanie phenanena seems te be supporting the position of those who 
assign a substantial role te the determination of trend (sanetirres des-
cribed an the law whieh takes into aecount the long-term behaviour of a 
variable), whieh they try to approximate, not wthin a linear theory, but 
by rreans of polynanials of a higher degree than unity, exponentials, lo-
.. / .. 
gisties, etc. The aeeeptanee of the faet that fluetuation exists is 
found in everyday language when we speak of observed change in trend. 
5. 
But the conveill.enc:e ~fKJ);)stulating a wave hypothesis ~orÉco­
nanie phenanena can be taken as a natural consecuenee of the aeeeptan-
ee of the faet that the objeet of a seienee must be the formulation of 
laws. If it is not adrnitted at the sane that the phenanena considered in 
the said laws do not ShCM a repeti ti ve and re=ring behaviour, such 
laws lose all significanee. 
Iñ short, for the analysis of econanic phenanena a determi-
nistic wave hypothesis is being postulated. 
IV • '!HE NATORE OF EalN::MIC FLu::TUATIONS 
What I would venture te call an orthcdox position at the !JO-
rrent defends the thesis that the fluetuations observable in econanic 
phenanena lack the regularity demanded by a deterministie theory; rat-
her, on the contrary, business cycles would be eharacterized by explosi-
veness, and so this constitutes the explanation of the inadequacy of 
harIlOnie analysis for econanie seience. Even those fluctuations which 
might appear te have a certain regularity can be explained by defecta in 
the procedures used in the treatrrent of histerical series: "The use of 
his rrethcd of analysis, often called h=nic analysis, was greatly dis-
eredi ted in later years when, applied indiscriminately, apparently dis-
covered "cyeles" even in series that were constructed e.xplieitly for 
purposes of testing and thus contained no cycles." (Dhryrres, page 422, 
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HARM)NIC ANALYSIS ANO TIME SRIES 
Thus the validity of ha.rm:Jnie analysis for the treatrnent of 
econanie phenc:xrena depends on the analysis of info:rmation contained in 
histerical series, within the methodology of time series analysis. 
In the unobserved canponenta method, we can distinguish four 
elassical caroponenta: trend, cyele, seasonality and an irregular caupo-
nent. 
A deterministie wave bypothesis implies giving a substantial 
role te the cyele. 
If it is te have a general eharaeter, itIlUlSt be predicated frcm the 
four previous canponenta. There is no special difficulty with respect_te cy-
ele and seasonality whieh are distinguisbed by the period, longer in the cy-
ele than in seasonality, or in terms of ha.rm:Jnie analysis language, by ita 
reciprocal, that is, the frequency, lCM and medium for the cyele, or high for 
seasonality. 
with respeet te the irregular compónent, a deterministic wave hypotbe-
sis ll\3.intains that only CMing te limitations in knCMledge, and to needs pro-
duced by the approxiI!l3.tion of the funetion by means of the series of harmo-
nies, can i t be llDre operati ve te consider the rest of the canponenta as 
one, and treated as a randcm canponent. A deterministic interpretation ll\3.in 
t~ins tbat the gocdness of the bar=nie =del allCMs us to consider the resi-
dual ccmponent as a purely randcm process (whi te noise), while those who 
.. / .. 
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defend a probabilistic position consider th. is ~nÉnt 
__ "....... as autocorrela-
ted noise, as a result of whieh it is necessary te try out =dels of 
the auteregressi-ve-type.-Of course, this residual- canpOnentwould be a 
result of the re=val of trend and seasonality sinee they deny the exis-
tenee of the cycle. In any case, ita behaviour in the form of a fluctua-
tion is aeeepted without difficulty, whatever the explanation ll\3.y be. 
In the case of the trend canponent, what we are trying te 
elucidate is _ its oscillatery nature. Tbe wave hypothesis states that it 
is simply another cyclic canponent, although through insufficient knCM-
ledge, that is, limitation in the size of th~ series, we do not knCM it 
in ita totality; consequently th bl e pro em is oentred on defining a cri-
terion for approxiI!l3.tion. 
If, frcm a histerical series, we re=ve trend (and for sare 
theories, Seasonality), there remains the e:npirical counterpart of a 
stationary process. 
According te Wold I s desec:mposi tion theorem, all stationary 
processes aceept two canponents, deterministie and indeterministic, 
whieh would be brougt together by a ~JJJJnlK"É ~Él l~llr llUU and an auteregressive 
and/or llDving average =del respeetively. 
This is a qualitative proposition, and so te impute quanti-
tatively the importanee of one and the other is meaningful only if it 
refers to eaeh historical series in particular. When it is stated today 
that the deterministic cc:mponent is praetieally non-existent in time 
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series, this .is 00 rrore than a staterrent of particular value derived 
only frcrn the errpirica1 evidence considered, which cannot sUPrX'rt any 
process of ccrnp1ete. J¡rluctioll"-- __ 
One of the re1evant conelusions of this work in rny opinion 
lies in the part p1ayed by the transformation process of each histerica1 
series in particular until i t is considered te te the errpirica1 counter-
part of a stationary process. Ana within the transformation process, it 
depends on the concept of trend proposed. 
VI. 'IREND 
Within the ambiguity witch this concept is defined, there is 
a certain agreerrent te consider itas the canponent of the series wich 
considers srnooi~ rrovement over a long period of time. 
In the c1assica1 method of decanposition, it has teen appro-
ximated by low degree po1yncrnial funtions, exponentia1 functions, logis-
tic functions, rroving averages, etc. 
This interpretation identifies trend with the idea of 
average. 
An exarnp1e of this is produced when y¡e estinate a linear 
trend by ~lp of 1east squares; as regression one and two coincide, 
this means that the trend passes through the centre of gravity of the 
distribution, which determines that although at this point the residual 
is zero, at the extrerre values of LDe series, the deviations with res-
pect te the trend function will tend to present their IlI3.Ximum value; and 
so the cyele will show an exp10sive tehaviour, a property that y¡e been 
attributing to economíc phenornena in themse1ves when it can te exp1ained 
only by the series transformation procedure. This assertion rray te 
... . / .. 
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9. 
generalized te sani1ogarithmica1 or doub1y logarithmica1 functions, es-
timated by the 1east sguares method. Of course, it depends ot the histo-
-- r-ical..series nature. 
But the latter as y¡ell as po1yncrnials and rroving averages ha-
ve the drawback of not permitting a distinction tetween trend and cyele, 
since both are situated in the low frequency bando 
In the probabi1istic approach te time series, it is usual1y 
sUPrX'sed that the trend takes the forro of a po1yncrnial, which tecause of 
. 
i ts systerratic character, consti tutes a perturbation for the stationa-
rity of the process, and because of this it is rrore he1pful te rerrove it 
than te estimate it. This is based on the proposi tion: " ..• the differen-
ces of a po1ynomíal of order k are represented by a po1ynornial of or-
der k-l." (Kendal1, page 47. 1.976). In the case of a li~Jtr~, this 
1atter would te re:roved by a first difference¡ a criteríon for determi-
ning the degree of the po1ynornia1 would te given by the stabilization of 
the variance, given a determined order of differentiation. 
Although the present work is based on a deterministic inter-
pretation of economíc f1uctuations, the behaviour of this transformation 
wi11 te examined in the 1ight of harrronic analysis. 
Since this procedure is to te applied te a trend-free series, 
a concept of trend which avoids the previous drawbacks is proposed in 
the present work. Since in fact y¡e are concerned with an incomp1ete cy-
ele of which we know only the ascending or descending segment, we can 
try to approximate it by rneans of the chord, (Myskis, pago 181,1975) 
which passes through the extreme va1ues of the series. 
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, of lonq duration, the annroximation ought to be relati-If mis cyele lS _ ~~ 
The annroximation will be YóDrse when the trend is of ve saUsfaetory. ~ .. 
, th' f the series, inereasing as ti-shorter duratjQn;in thls case e Slze o 
wl'll enable us to discover i t. ¡re passes, 
Even when none of the alternatives is entirely satisfaetory, 
1 beli.eve that it is better than the 
simply postulates a straight line is 
concepts used so far, since whoever 
supposing that we are dealing wi th 
canponent ., the trend IlO\V proposed cannot solve the an infinite period 
1, nsuffl' el' ent size of the series, but i t CCIl1Pletely remo-drawbaek of fue 
the exnlosiveness of the cyele, that is to say, we have 
a regular 
ves _ 
cvcle whieh can be approximated by hantome analysis. 
-
ESTIMATION OF 'ffiE TREND-FREE SERIES USIm TEE EARMJNIC IDDEL VII. 
, te JJ~Él for approximating the oscillatory pro-Too approprla 1lLAJ. . 
cesses contemplated in a wave theory, can be expressed by: 
k 
Ct = L (ap ces p wot + bp sen¡:MO) + Vt p =0 
where Ct indicates the trend-free historical series and the 
(1 ) 
two terrns of 
the seeond member represent the deterrninistie and indeterrninistie 
canponents. 
~nÉnt is approximated by using a linear The deterrninistic ~J'~J
car,bination of k sinusoids, of frequencies P"o' where 
(2 ) 
expressed in radians, of the cyele or indicates the angular frequency 
fundamental harnonie, whose period T, coincides with the size of the 
. . / .. 
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series. In the interpretation of results the true frequency will be 
used, expressed in the units in whieh the information frcm the histori-
cal series is given, for_~lÉ: rronths. 
fo =wol 2/(= lIT (3) 
which all=s us to verify hCM the frequency is the reciprocal of the 
periodo Consequently, given a size T of a given historical series, it is 
only possible to estímate cyeles as bigs as the size of the series, as a 
result of whieh the larger cyc1es YóDuld be inc1uded inside the trend. 
For inereasing values of p, the cye1es wi11 be of shorter duration, the 
mínimum being,· in the case of rronths, the two-nonth cye1e; in faet, 
W = 'IW =J( t o 
whose reeiprocal is two. 
f = Wt /2Jt = J[ 2 Jt = 1/2 (4) 
The values ap' bp, Fourier coefficients, can be estllnated by 
the 1east squares ¡rethod, with cos P"ot and sin P"ot acting as indepen-
dent variables. 
Thus, node1 (1) can be interpreted as a rnultip1e regression 
rrode1, with the advantage that, as the independent variables are orthogonal, 
it does not rreet with the prob1ern of rnultieo1inearity. 
If the wave theory is correct, as k inereases, that is to 
say, the number of sinusoids, the irregular residual cornponent ought to be 
approximated to the counterpart of the pure1y randcm process. On the other 
hand, if k does not incorporate sorne of the important cyc1es, it wi11 be far 
frcm sueh a process, in which case there may be evidence for trying out the 
probabi1istic alternative using rrode1s 1ike those considered in the Bax-Jen-
.. / .. 
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kins ¡¡ethcdology. 
The ampli tude of the cycle is gi ven by 
Rp = Va2p + b2p (5) 
, def' the pericdogram, which is defined in slightly dif-given whlCh we lne 
ferent ways; here the following forro will be adopted: 
(6) 
, to The terro pericdogram is 
which constitutes the series spectrum estuna r. 
used for the representation of the pair of values (1 (Wp)' pw'o)· 
The spÉc~ is a representation in the frequency danain alternative to 
the autocorrelation function in the time danain. 
d I ;¡~' ti' n theorem in the The representation of Wol s ~~,~pl o 
frequency danain corresponds to the existence of a discrete spectrum 
canponent (deterministic) and another continuous one (indeterministic). 
In consequence, the negation of the validity of harm:lnic 
ana1ysis implies the affirmation of the inexistence of the discrete 
canponent. 
In statistical terma, it is said that the pericdogram is an 
inconsistent estirrator; that is, it does not converge to the population 
spect..."UITl; as an exarnple, the purely randan process with constant spec-
trum is proposed, and nevertheless, the corresponding pericdogram fluc-
tuates in an erratic way. 
Te test the validity of these affirmations, we shall proceed 
to apply the criterion of convergence derived directly fran harmonic 
analysis, that is, the convergence of Fourier ccefficients, ap , tp , 
.. / .. 
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(Rp ) to zero, which IlUlSt result in a succession of decreasing values of 
The degree of approxirration reached by harmonic ana1ysis, 
which is, in short, the reausure of i ts validi ty, is expressed in 
Parseval l s theorem. 
T 
(IIr) [" 
t=l 
2 
(Ct - e)= 
T 
+ 2: 
t=l 
(7) 
which permi ts the decanposi tion of the variance into harmonics. The 
gocdness of the approxirration will be shown by the high percentage of 
explanation of the variance, (in frequency analysis, power), with a sa-
mall number of cycles. 
At the opposite extren:e we find the purely random process in 
which each harmonic contributes a proportion which is constant and egual 
for all frequencies; to explain t.l1e total variation, it would be neces-
sary in theory to consider an infinite number of sinusoids, so that each 
harmonic would contribute a practically null quantity. 
Although the convergence and the gocdness of the variance ex-
planation constitute the two criteria by which to judge the validity of 
harnonic analysis (and or course they are not independent), 1 shall use 
a third criterion, which is the carparison of the transfortred series pe-
ricdogram with that of the original series, which, in short, will allow 
the coherence of the transformation to be lmown. 
To dernonstrate the suitability of a wave hypothesis 1 have 
chosen the exarnple of the series of registered applications for telepho-
ne lines in Spain in the pericd 1.972-1.982, in which 1 IlUlSt point out 
. . l .. 
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the high number of f1uctuations, the exp1anation of whieh wi11 not be 
undertaken in the present work. 
VIII • FRElJUEN:Y ANALYSIS OF 'lliE SERIES OF REGISTElU!D APPLICATIONS FCR 
TELEPHONE LINES IN SPAIN (1.972-1.982): CRIGINAL SERIES ANO 'lREND-FREE 
SERIES 
The results of the estirnation of the harmonie mode1 appear in 
Tab1e 1. As there are 132 observations in the historica1 series, for 
an exaet estirnation it would suffice to ine1ude 66 pairs of coeffi-
cients; if it is taken into aecount that bo = O since the sine fune-
tion is odd, it on1y remains to consider the coeffieient ap correspon-
ding to the frequency ll. 
In aecordance with the previous eriteria, we observe the con-
vergence of Fourier coeffieients to zero, whieh is seen in the succes-
sion of deereasing values in the periodogram, in whieh the major peaks 
eorrespond to low and seasonal frequeneies. 
This conelusion is confirned when we consider the contri bu-
tion to the variance of the different harmonies; the first four harrno-
nies aecount for 55% of the variance, whereas fran twelve IlOnths 
onwards (e1eventh harmonie), on1y five out of fifty-three harmonies 
contribute one per cent or llOre, precisely in the region of the six-, 
four- and three-rronth cyeles. 
The faet that the suecession converges means that fran a gi-
ven value of p upwards, disregard of the rernaining harrronies will cea-
.. / .. 
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TABLE I 
FREJ:.:)UEN::Y ANALYSIS OF 'lliE CRIGINAL SERIES OF APPLICATIONS FCR 
TELEPHONE LINES 
ACClJMULATID 
FOURIER COEFFICIENl'S EXPLAINID PERIOlXX;RAM 
<y bp VARIATION I(wp ) 
-9.617,328 
-3.068,083 0,445 1.070.445.057,000 358,031 2.631,661 0,475 74.094.982,260 1. 750,082 103,359 0,489 32.284.425,180 1. 762,051 
-3.218,311 0,547 141. 411. 564,100 
-270,797 
-672,448 0,550 5.520.152,908 1.673,981 
-822,161 0,564 34.463.141,290 
-390,603 801,002 0,567 8.342.192,907 
-52,096 
-162,134 0,568 304.637,552 2.765,616 
-1.403,007 0,610 101. 019.779,300 
-935,812 
-587,083 0,615 12.819.468,510 6.371,890 
-637,540 0,794 430.751. 421,400 351,099 
-943,340 0,798 10.642.470,930 
-307,842 -
-9,616 0,799 996.422,124 109,041 
-519,638 0,800 2.961. 284,138 39,571 
-40,481 0,800 33.661,585 891,411 
-1.195,943 0,810 23.370.781,860 168,019 
-834,196 0,813 7.606.250,463 
-541,094 
-511,037 0,815 5.818.727,180 388,825 
-534,605 0,817 4.590.214,375 156,278 
-314,393 0,818 1.294.811,554 629,251 88,505 0,819 4.241.501,053 
-783,486 
-2.907,379 0,859 95.238.699,200 681,254 130,821 0,861 5.054.855,797 591,772 526,059 0,864 6.585.437,369 222,609 33,185 0,864 532.102,201 83,008 
-609,614 0,866 3.976.055,065 
-482,071 
-514,968 0,868 5.226.740,059 214,126 
-757,026 0,870 6.501. 468,024 517,664 
-299,600 0,872 3.757.741,738 98,487 
-163,400 0,872 382.345,948 32,094 
-372,240 0,873 1.466.312,698 1.128,447 
-1.451,315 0,888 35.501. 216, 010 
-2.686,759 216,758 0,919 76.320.114,970 1.032,480 404,258 0,925 12.914.310,460 880,628 99,777 0,928 8.250.661,354 
-665,273 358,744 0,930 6.000.911,323 
-72,737 27,863 0,931 63.729,329 377,921 
-661,553 0,933 6.097.458,104 
-205,665 56,149 0,933 477.425,512 680,590 
-248,569 0,936 5.514.606,339 
-307,761 
-456,915 0,937 3.187.908,194 
-135,146 
-536,229 0,938 3.212.255,219 1.027,298 
-778,489 0,945 17 • 451. 577,620 
-1.058,088 
-1. 040,540 0,955 23.133.181,270 761,209 541,814 0,959 9.170.205,817 365,649 
-151,818 0,960 1. 646.515,366 
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TAELE 1 
FREDUElCi A..>W.YSIS OF 'mE ORIGINAL SERIES OF APPLICATIONS FCR 
TELEPRONE LINES 
ACCUMUUITED pauOro:;tW! 
FOURIER COEFFICIENl'S EXPLAINED 
bp VARIATION 1 (wE) ~ aE 
179,804 0,960 429.899,024 
w47 -92,719 0,962 6.303.917,505 
w48 -753,986 -178,668 0,963 1. 792.091,354 
w49 352,790 -214,816 0,964 2.407:906,246 
w50 -134,946 -459,371 0,965 1.065.871,476 
w51 -271,032 167,369 0,965 1. 503.581,212 
w52 -91,404 -367,132 0,965 313.054,519 
w53 71,346 -157,202 0,969 9.165.201,973 
w54 933,713 -26,556 0,975 15.212.251,880 32,319 -1.202,979 9.797.052,117 w55 960,920 0,979 
w56 -96,488 0,980 1. 882.590,240 
w57 -344,208 -246,461 0,984 9.923.809,519 
w58 -869,685_ 434,042 0,986 4.625.012,678 
w59 527,673 -402,320 0,987 1. 326.029,262 
-294,176 199,244 1. 034.520,291 w60 310,426 0,987 
w61 -46,063 0,991 10.163.860,440 
-583,952 -791,579 1. 788.297 ,146 w62 99,203 0,992 
w63 400,505 0,994 3.975.193,861 
w64 -420,078 449,413 0,998 9.031. 842,036 
w65 -28,557 -926,830 
• ,:'. < • , -. l-' L_ •• 
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se to affect significantly the approxirnation of the function by using 
the trigonometrical series. 
The importance of the cycles of a duration 10nger than the 
year is confinred (61.5% of the p:lWer), as well as seasonal ones. 
Nonetheless, if a trend is supposed to exist, the series cannot be 
suitably approxirnated by a hanronic m:rlel. 
In Table Ir are offered the results of the estimation of the 
trend-free series, according to the first difference transfonnation. 
Tlie first thing that can be pointed out is the non-conver-
gence. The p:lWer has disappeared from the 1= frequerlcies, although it I 
is retained in the seasonal cycles, but OCM the IlI3XÍmum ordinate is 
found in the four-=nth cycle when in the original series, apart frcm 
the eleven-year cycle, it was in the twelve-=nth one. Or ~rÉssÉd in 
tenns of contribution to the variance, the twelve-=nth cycle changes 
fran contributing 17.9% to 9.9%. Where the greatest alteration is pro-
duced is in the low frequencies, since the first four hanronics now 
account for 0.7%. 
Consequently, the transfonred series sho;vs little coherence t 
with the original series, ll'aking it evident that the effect of the 
transfonnation into differences displaces the p:lWer not only of the 
low and medium frequencies, but also of already high frequencies such 
as that which corresponds to the twelve-=nth cycle. Whereas in the 
original series the cycles larger than the year account for 61.5%, in 
the transformed series their contribution to the vaiance is reduced to 
.. / .. 
~ 
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TABLE 11 
FRElJUEOC'i ANALYSIS OF THE TREND-W,EE SERIES (FIRST DIFF'EREN2El OF 
APPLlCATIONS FCR TELEPHONE UNES 
ACCUMUIATED 
FOURI:ER COEFFICIENI'S EXPLAINED 
PElUOoo:;RAM 
~ ap bp 
VI\RIATION r<wpl 
W1 -14,061 
461,086 0,002 
2.235.278,453 
w2 369,566 -45,949 
0,003 1. 456.834,698 
w3 117,928 -250,116 
0,004 803.205,940 
w4 -519,882 -275,314 
0,007 3.635.251,069 
w5 -29,875 82;796 
0,007 81.383,523 
w6 -175,981 -421,407 
0,009 2.190.689,703 
w7 404,493 83,704 
0,011 1. 792.241,026 
w8 64,505 30,982 
0,011 53.789,825 
w9 -711,717 -1.022,089 
0,025 16.294.229,400 
.. 
-43,952 494,073 0,027 
2.584.458,855 
W10 
w11 -1.051,410 -3.100,538 
0,125 112.592.688,400 
\''1.2 -444,718 -40,073 
0,127 2.094.332,049 
W13 172,525 
180,347 0,127 
654.307,371 
w14 -223,526 43,777 
0,128 544.962,392 
W15 84,855 
-16,016 0,128 
78.328,789 
W16 -950,525 
-284,738 0,137 
10.342.142,900 
W17 -534,767 
136,934 0,140 
3.200.917,828 
W18 -78,425 
585,301 0,143 
3.663.115,091 
w19 -447,668 -101,518 
0,145 2.213.372,219 
w20 -200,705 4,719 
0,145 423.370,381 
w21 -93,582 -570,011 
0,148 3.504.994,446 
w22 -2.005,098 2.132,221 
0,226 89.987.441,330 
w23 -131,769 -676,387 
0,231 4.988.062,537 
w24 253,626 -845,824 
0,238 8.190.433,758 
w25 11,979 -227,524 
0,238 545.281,391 
w26 -510,911 331,768 
0,242 3.898.118,945 
w27 -26,832 832,413 
0,248 7.286.060,723 
w28 -778,318 370,456 
0,255 7.804.814,018 
w29 -592,869 -265,400 
0,258 4.432.056,700 
w30 -125,182 42,680 
0,259 183.741,139 
w31 -278,555 304,922 
0,260 1. 791. 709,170 
w32 -2.403,375 255,097 
0,313 61. 358 .188,330 
w33 3.024,562 2.469,984 
0,453 160.176.805,700 
w34 -556,778 -1.454,823 
0,475 25.488.627,900 
w35 -743,998 -985,918 
0,489 16.024.904,350 
w36 1.236,052 248,709 
0,503 16.698.365,860 
"'37 234,880 
38,306 0,504 
594.916,980 
w38 -988,886 450,275 
0,514 12.401. 742,200 
w39 438,533 125,379 
0,516 2.185.205,590 
\"40 -1.017 ,033 -313 ,297 
0,527 11.896.153,160 
w41 119,003 912,426 
0,534 8.893.748,943 
w42 -:175,464 881,894 
0,542 8.492.925,769 
w43 -2.068,977 222,106 
0,581 45.483.267,090 
w44 807,010 2.477,160 
0,643 71. 298.347,450 
w45 -595,917 -1.475,090 
0,666 26.586.276,230 
w46 -580,361 -57,951 
0,669 3.573.298,363 
w47 412,429 -218,064 
0,671 2.286.240,516 
.. / .. 
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w48 
w49 
w50 
w51 
w52 
w53 
w54 
w55 
w56 
w57 
w58 
"'59 
w60 
w61 
w62 
w63 
w64 
w65 
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TABLE II 
FREQOEN::'i ANALYSIS OF 'mE 'ffiEND-FREE SERIES (FIRST DIFFER.EN:::E) OF 
APPLlCATIONS FCR TELEPHONE UNES 
ACClMIJJ:ATED 
FOURI:ER COEFFICIENI'S 
ap hp 
EXPLAINID PERIOIXXRlIM 
v"ARIATION I(wp ) 
1.233,764 865,470 
-630,678 107,699 
0,692 23.857.323,940 
36,618 884,934 
0,696 4.299.945,079 
706,473 -116,370 
0,703 8.240.030,427 
57,313 712,249 
0,708 5.384.950,372 
-99,610 243,897 
0,712 5.363.283,739 
-1.612,509 
-455.899 
0,713 729.076,271 
-540,735 2.228,614 
0,739 29.496.173,730 
743,602 -1.770,861 
0,787 55.242.930,660 
675,969 613,587 
0,820 38.748.962,620 
1. 959,389 
-513,775 
0,828 8.754.464,752 
-1.036,895 609,919 
0,865 43.100.626,040 
753,595 -307,489 
0,878 15.201. 216,500 
285,081 
-601,184 
0,885 6.958.576,242 
1.128,608 1.679,377 
0,889 4.650.151,404 
-661,771 
-254,413 
0,926 43.004.965,330 
916,574 936,698 
0,931 5.280.126,U8 
133,990 1.853,955 
0,946 18.041.124,540 
0,978 36.293.177,950 
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2.7% which supports the hypothesis that seeks to explain econanic 
phencrrena wi thin probabilistic theory. 
Table 111 presents the results corresponding to the trend-
free series, in which the trend is interpreted as the straight line 
that passes through the extrerre values of the series. 
The first thing that stands out is the convergence of Fourier 
coefficients and consequently that of the periodogram, so that it pre-
sents a structure entirely analogous to the original series, with the 
IlOSt imporEant peaks in the low-frequency and seasonal cycles. 
The effect of the re=val of the trend principally affects 
the ti ve-and-a-half-year cycle (second harIlOnic), whose contribution 
rises frcm 3.1% in the original series to 10.5% in the transformed 
series. The alterations areIrtinimal in the rest of the ~nicsK 
As an illustration the results have been used to make Table 
TV, in which we ccmpare the six IlOSt important harIlOnics in relation 
to each transformation with the original series. 
part A considers the transformation into differences; there 
is not a single cycle with a period larger than the year, and in all 
of them except the twelve-IlOnth one, the pc:Mer that the original se-
ries showed is considerably amplified; on the other hand, the diffe-
rences between the straight line and the former do not meet at a 
point. As a whole, the cycles that accounted for 27.3% nOll find their 
pc:Mer amplified to 46.8%. 
As Part B of Table TV ShOllS, anong the rrost important cycles 
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w2 
w3 
w4 
w5 
w6 
w7 
w8 
w9 
wI0 
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w29 
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w31 
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w39 
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w41 
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TABLE III 
FREJ;JUENCY ANALYSIS OF '!'HE TREND-FRE SERIES (STRAIGHT LINE) OF 
APPLICATIONS POR TELEPHONE LINES 
ACCUMULI'.TED 
FOURIER COEFFICIENrS EKPLl'.INED PERIOOOGRAM 
ap Jy VARIATION I(wp ) 
-9.728,110 1. 462,052 0,421 1.016.533.052,000 
259,066 4.907,068 0,526 253.639.580,000 
1.636,243 1.612,604 0,549 55.439.024,760 
1. 649,514 -2.073,680 0,579 73.750.647,030 
-388,180 224,775 0,580 2.113.529,239 
1.491,881 -66,478 0,590 23.425.771,610 
-500,688 1. 429,978 0,600 24.112.719,770 
-170,058 392,488 0,601 1. 921. 922,073 
2.668,177 -916,696 0,635 83.608.389,420 
-1.045,323 -149,956 0,640 11.714.176,300 
6.280,123 -232,856 0,812 414.855.663,500 
247,840 -579,006 0,813 4.166.738,878 
-404,134 344,154 0,814 2.959.736,603 
5,005 -203,081 0,814 433.477,301 
-72,791 270,739 0,815 825.612,601 
779,731 -921,814 0,821 15.312.236,260 
41,045 -571,942 0,823 3.453.814,205 
-653,790 -277,978 0,825 5.301.620,933 
263,069 -319,157 0,826 1. 796.921,108 
51,200 -111,958 0,826 159.202,408 
516,120 269,341 0,827 3.560.138,879 
-880,448 -2.723,951 0,963 86.083.160,660 
583,726 293,072 0,865 4.481. 389,054 
497,392 701,663 0,868 7.770.288,834 
132,365 191,909 0,868 570.990,048 
-21,667 -440,252 0,869 2.040.879,588 
-579,874 -360,441 0,871 4.896.771,644 
94,531 -607,222 0,873 3.966.970,067 
409,932 -159,388 0,874 2.032.029,743 
-25,923 -40,702 0,874 24.460,716 
-79,863 -249,693 0,874 721. 899,724 
1.011,383 -1.353,178 0,886 29.978.917,500 
-2.796,408 322,167 0,921 83.232.224,870 
931,379 488,166 0,926 11. 615.288,560 
776,862 196,056 0,928 6.743.214,531 
-754,705 445,049 0,932 8.063.550,888 
-178,041 121,736 0,932 488.638,237 
285,220 -569,525 0,934 4.261. 660,953 
-318,331 140,763 0,934 1.272.574,906 
577 ,188 -160,029 0,936 3.768.446,503 
-424,040 -387,568 0,937 3.466.592,941 
-248,452 -458,643 0,938 2.858.008,760 
914,503 -724,851 0,944 14.303.864,430 
-1.173,842 -979,224 0,955 24.546.115,000 
660,398 585,377 0,958 8.180.604,745 
255,957 -101,858 0,958 797.155,625 
-183,774 227,326 0,959 897.586,063 
23. 
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TABLE III 
FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF THE TREND-FRE SERIES (STRAIGHT LINE) OF 
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APPLICATIONS FOR TELEPHONE LINES 
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ACCUMULATED !. ~ 
FOURIER COEFFICIENTS EXPLAINED PERIO])(X;RAM 
~ ap hp VARIATION 
I(Wp ) 
w48 -861,180 -131,001 0,962 7.970.525,512 
w49 257,459 -159,031 0,962 
961.934,977 
w50 -245,622 -415,950 0,963 
2.451.104,150 
w51 -378,712 222,286 0,964 
2.025.570,333 
w52 -205,254 -332,853 0,965 
1. 606.309,682 
w53 -49,395 -113,482 0,965 
160.904,056 
w54 819,943 -4,466 0,968 
7.062.269,334 
w55 -91,989 -1.178,842 0,974 
14.686.278,430 
w56 -200,606 972,897 0,978 
10.365.269,400 
w57 -457,S02 -237,258 0,979 
2.792.800,961 
w58 -962,456 448,674 0,984 
11.844.879,700 
w59 424,679 -394,474 0,986 
3.529.020,749 
w60 -388,235 223,825 0,987 
2.109.501,213 
w61 -146,638 322,062 0,987 
1. 315.408,905 
w62 -689,697 -762,611 0,992 
11.105.671,860 
w63 295,415 112,477 0,992 
1.049.593,817 
w64 -542,535 -428,001 0,994 
5.016.163,435 
w65 -142,243 -920,214 0,998 
9.107.446,474 
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<XMPARISON OF RESULTS 
A 
First 
P M:>nths Difference S'IRAIGHT LINE 
33 4 14,0 3,4 
11 12 9,9 17,2 
22 6 7,9 3,6 
44 3 6,2 1,0 
55 2,4 4,8 0,6 
43 3,1 4,0 0,6 
'roTAL ................. 46,8 26,4 
B 
First 
P M:>nths STRAIGHT LINE Difference 
1 132 42,1 0,2 
11 12 17,2 9,9 
2 66 10,5 0,1 
22 6 3,6 7,9 
9 15 3,5 1,4 
4 33 3,1 0,3 
'IDI'AL ...................... 80,0 19,8 
TABLE IV 
ORIGINAL 
3,2 
17,9 
3,9 
1,0 
0,6 
0,7 
27,3 
ORIGINAL 
44,3 
17,9 
3,1 IX. 
3,9 
4,2 
5,9 
79,3 
25. 
of the transformation in re1ation te the straight 1ine, there exist 
only two seasonal ones, the twelve-llOnth and six-llOnth ones, and in 
all of the.'Tl contribution te the v-ariance in relati ve terms is slightly 
lower that of the original series, except in the five-and-a-half-year 
cycle, reaching, with only six cycles, 80%, equivalent te 79.3% in the 
original series; the figure of 19.8% ·from the transformation inte dif-
ferences produces a substantial alteration in the Structure of the 
spectrum of the original series, difficult te justify since also in 
the case of the straight line the stationari ty of the process is 
reached. 
The fact that the transformation of the straight line obser-
ves a high leve1 of coherence wi th the spectrum of the original se-
des, and that with only six harIlOnics we attain an explanation oi: the 
80% variance, constitutes in rny opinion valuable empirical evidence 
for postulating the validity of har=nic analysis as an approximation 
of economic phenomena and therefore constitutes a solid basis for pos-
tulating a detenninistic wave theory in Econanics, in the sarre way as 
oc=s in Physics. 
FREl:1UEN:Y ANALYSIS OF 'mE SERIES OF RmISTERED APPLIC'ATIONS FCR TEI,E-
PHONE LINES IN SPAIN: 'IREND-FREE ANO SFASONALITY-FREE 
Since the har=nic =del, in certain conditions is statio-
nary, and the seasona1 cycles constitute a particular case different 
form the rest of the har=nics only in what refers to freguency, the 
.. / .. 
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TABLE V 
F'REl;2lJEN2Y ANALYSIS OF 'mE 'I'REND-mEE ANO SEASONALI'I'Y-mEE SERIES OF APPLlCA-
TIONS FOR TELEPHONE LINES (V 1 V 12 ) 
ACCOMUI.lmD 
FOURIER CXlEFFICIEm'S EXPLAINED PERIorx:GRlIM 
~ éip bp VARIATION 1 (wp ) 
WJ. 735,567 9,650 0,006 5.167.620,315 
w2 572,076 -501,652 0,012 5.528.333,009 
w3 269,480 -675,085 0,017 5.045.458,968 
w4 -62,650 591,851 0,021 3.382.481,466 
w5 837,483 69,191 0,028 6.743.380,644 
w6 -358,940 742,537 0,035 6.495.423,134 
w7 254,460 -333,726 0,037 1. 681. 850 , 13 9 
w8 1.141,416 -924,167 0,060 20.597.022,270 
wg -308,403 -109,143 0,061 1.022.009,694 
w10 108,861 -88,351 0,061 187.706,861 
w11 -2,501 7,827 0,061 644,739 
WJ.2 366,959 -582,644 0,066 4.527.636,050 
w13 207,160 -176,793 0,067 708;281,168 
WJ.4 374,793- -1.545,122 0,093 24.139.397,430 
w15 -536,874 542,777 0,099 5.565.095,462 
WJ.6 -672,275 776,886 0,109 9.223.467,067 
WJ.7 876,359 -150,289 0,118 7.549.596,344 
w18 231,346 339,717 0,119 1. 613 .149,416 
w19 605,435 111,117 0,123 3.618.214,409 
'120 315,425 257,513 0,125 1. 583.329,484 
w21 -215,850 123,825 0,126 591. 329,239 
w22 -768,947 -400,393 -- 0,134 7.177.194,431 
w23 -973,768 -469,708 0,146 11.161.692,670 
w24 -484,164 239,016 0,149 2.784.034,653 
w25 1.103,373 -829,791 0,169 18.200.816,820 
w26 1.253,241 221,378 0,186 15.466.243,410 
w27 408,710 764,782 0,193 7.180.453,877 
w28 -5,500 422,691 0,195 1. 706.439,547 
w29 279,634 -954,290 0,206 9.442.961,139 
w30 578,050 652,950 0,214 7.262.101,636 
w31 -551,148 715,254 0,222 7.786.041,912 
w32 -881,168 1.565,578 0,256 30.820.273,730 
w33 98,479 -1.188,002 0,271 13.569.997,980 
w34 -357,449 -1.585,101 0,298 25.213.150,700 
w35 799,038 1. 797,586 0,339 36.536.649,750 
w36 541,222 -1. 344, 918 0,360 20.070.001,860 
w37 -1.036,745 1.149,775 0,385 22.887.971,260 
w38 -252,664 555,321 0,389 3.554.444,045 
w39 436,378 -729,384 0,397 6.898.667,568 
w40 643,793 753,370 0,407 9.377.750,957 
w41 -761,313 958,517 0,423 14.308.210,720 
w42 145,585 1. 411, 927 0,444 19.239.281,480 
w43 -891,144 1.035,163 0,463 17.816.123,260 
w44 979,810 -2.192,485 0,524 55.070.966,350 
w45 -203,987 1.160,351 0,538 13.254.663,720 
w46 1.394,333 1.410,224 0,579 37.556.392,680 
w47 . -12,509 -379,444 0,581 1. 376.380,455 
w48 855,316 184,014 0,589 7.309.285,733 
.. / .. 
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TABLE V 
F'REl;2UEN:Y ANALYSIS OF 'mE 'I'REND-FREE A..'ID SEASONALI'I'Y-FREE SERIES OF APPLICA-
TIONS FOR TELEPHONE LINES (V í/ ) 1 12 
ACCUMUIATED 
FOURIER COEFFICIEm'S EXPLAINED PERIOIXX:"iRAM 
~ ap bp VARIATION I(wp ) 
w49 996,243 -730,408 0,605 14.572.188,020 
w50 964,089 661,249 0,619 13.051.194,000 
w51 -684,039 441,964 0,626 6.333.490,086 
w52 1.350,330 199,641 0,645 17.792.704,300 
w53 -449,038 -2.723,291 0,725 72.746.054,300 
w54 1.484,880 20.451,407 0,792 61. 006.239,010 
w55 798,075 -18,655 0,799 6.085.496,609 
w56 -2.736,844 1.168,040 0,891 84.555.512,100 
w57 2.020,777 -2.022,208 0,976 78.045.110,680 
w58 -41,496 1.099,507 0,789 11.560.737,120 
w59 -70,829 -311,315 0,990 973.395,864 
i 
l. 
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rerroval of this canponent is not detennined for nethodological 
reasons. In the Box-Jenkins nethcdology, this canponent it usually 
seen as having a systernatic kind of nature, and for this reason it is 
usually interpreted as an obstacle to knowledge of the stationary sto-
chastic process, the generator of the series. 
The procedure usually rrakes use of the application of a 
twelfth difference¡ consequenUy to the trend-free series according to 
a first difference, there has reen applied a seasonal twelfth diffe-
rence to which frequency analysis has been applied even when now the 
size of the series is reduced to 120 values and the number of frequen-
cies considered to 59. 
The transforrnation is effective for the removal of the power 
in the seasonal frequencies between 12 and 2.4 rronths, a cOnsi=quence 
of the subsequent displacenent of the power towards even higher 
frequencies: in the original series the cycles shorter than three 
rronths contributed 5% te the variance, iJJ1 , 40%, an iJl1.J..2, 60%. 
As convergence does not exist ei ther, i t can be understocd 
Lhat this type of transforrnation favours the stochastic approximation 
of econanic phenOllEna. 
Te test the effect of one of the·rrost controversial procedu-
res (Slutzky effect) on the trend-free series 1 have applied A. 
Alcaide's method of deseasonalization of the Annual Movenent figures, 
which is based on the use of rroving totals (in this case, twelve-rronth 
ones), dated in the last rronth of the total. They behave in the sane 
.. / .. 
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TABLE VI 
FRB;2UEN::i ANALYSIS OF 'mE 'lREND-FREE ANO SFASONALITY-FREE SERIES OF APPLICA-
TIONS FCR TELEPHONE LINES (e.M.A.) 
ACCtlMUIATID 
FOURIER COEFFICIENl'S EXPLAINED PERIOC(X;RAM 
~ ap bp VARIATION I(w12) 
W1 -115.878,1 -7.769,0 0,791 1.288.017.854(11) 
w2 -12.006,9 45.075,5 0,919 2.077.894.802(10) 
w3 5.950,8 27.491,3 0,966 7.555.246.814,0 
w4 11.625,7 -13.824,2 0,985 3.115.605.128,0 
w5 -5.943,4 -400,3 0,987 338.849.566,7 
w6 7.658,2 -7.890,4 0,994 1.154.571. 449, O 
w7 1.510,2 2.451,4 0,994 79.164.298,9 
w8 -4.349,7 5.417,3 0,997 460.916.178,8 
w9 3.579,2 297,3 0,998 123.176.948,9 
WJ.o 1.312,5 593,9 0,998 19.818.356,7 
WJ.l 1.109,1 -119,3 0,998 11.882.526,8 
WJ.2 272,8 1.557,2 0,998 23.866.477,5 
w13 355,2 478,8 0,998 3.393.974,4 
W14 193,6 2.840,1 0,999 77.384.147,4 
WJ.5 1. 725,2 -769,0 0,999 34.068.796,6 
w16 1. 496,3 -1.099,5 0,999 32.924.197,9 
WJ.7 -514,1 248,3 0,999 3.112.609,5 
w18 125,8 -337,8 0,999 1.240.782,9 
w19 -195,8 -257,8 0,999 1.000.751,8 
w20 158,0 -136,0 M~999 415.012,4 
w21 462,9 -108,7 0,999 2.159.020,5 
w22 1.082,9 357,4 0,999 12.417.973,7 
w23 982,7 428,2 0,999 10.972.662,5 
w24 603,5 -273,6 0,999 4.192.802,1 
w25 -421,3 651,7 1,000 5.750.649,2 
w26 -630,6 -148,6 1,000 4.008.205,7 
w27 59,4 -467,6 1,000 2.121.644,7 
w28 136,2 -175,9 1,000 472.606,6 
w29 8,7 427,7 1,000 1. 747 .549,7 
w30 -41,9 -272,3 1,000 724.819,3 
w31 357,0 -372,4 1,000 2.540.650,4 
w32 615,6 -748,3 1,000 8.965.989,7 
w33 61,2 570,6 1,000 3.144.867,9 
w34 263,0 582,7 1,000 3.902.876,7 
w35 -115,1 -695,9 1,000 4.751.012,1 
w36 -153,8 472,0 1,000 2.353.313,8 
w37 555,6 -474,8 1,000 5.100.531,4 
w38 196,2 -156,4 1,000 601.179,8 
w39 -53,4 169,7 1,000 302.231,9 
w40 -37,4 -256,7 1,000 642.607,0 
w41 280,9 -343,3 1,000 1.878.916,7 
w42 115,5 -502,9 1,000 2.542.487,4 
w43 392,1 -297,2 1,000 2.311.600,6 
w44 -207,0 571,5 1,000 3.532.462,5 
w45 228,0 -348,9 1,000 1.658.858,1 
w46 -355,7 -417,6 1,000 2.873.500,3 
w47 165,0 41,1 1,000 276.110,4 
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TABLE VI 
FR.El:lUEN:Y ANALYSIS OF 'mE 'ffiEND-FREE ANO SFASONALITY-FREE SERIES OF APPLICA-
~ 
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-TIONS FCR TELEPHONE LINES (C.M.A.) ! ¡: 
""O 
ACCIJMOU\TID m 
FOURIER COEFFICIENl'S EXPLAINED PERIODX>RAM 
~ ap ty VARIATION I(Wp ) 
w48 -109,2 -42,5 1,000 131.120,3 
w49 -192,7 124,6 1,000 502.851,2 
w50 -77,5 -176,6 1,000 355.174,7 
w51 246,9 -115,9 1,000 710.395,3 
wS2 -196,1 -117,2 1,000 498.387,8 
w53 247,2 717,1 1,000 5.494.094,7 
w54 -303,6 -573,1 1,000 4.016.592,4 
wS5 -2,8 10,5 1,000 1.127,7 
w56 771,7 -281,2 1,000 6.441. 901, 3 
w57 -362,3 456,5 1,000 3.243.452,4 
w58 142,8 -238,2 1,000 736.547,6 
w59 100,8 53,9 1,000 124.769,7 
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way as a IlOving average, with the unique advantage that they do not 
need centring operations. 
The results in Table VI make clear in the first place the in-
tensification of the convergence process: - none of the harrronics fran 
twelve IlOnths onwards contributes 0.1% to the explanation of the va-
riance, while the ten - and five - year cycles account for 91.9%. 
The gocdness of the deseasonalization rrethod is brought out 
even in rnultiples of the seasonal cycles such as the 24-IlOnth one 
finds i ts ¡5ower reduced in relation to those of contiguous frequen-
cies. On the other hand, the procedure arrplifies the power in those 
harrronics in which this was important in the original series, and in 
the trend-free series according to the straight line, as are first two 
(ten and five years) which must not be confused with possibilistic in-
terpretations of the Slutzky effect, according to which it wculd be 
inducing nonexistent cycles. This arrplifying effect for the long cy-
eles and attenuating effect for the short cyeles corresponds with the 
fundarrental idea that is sought with the deseasonalization procedure, 
which is to rrake long-term IlOverrent evident. It seems logical that the 
arrplifying effect should be important, given the great importance of 
seasonality in the original series. 
On the other hand, the reIlOval of seasonality by rreans of the 
variate-difference nethod, generates a series in which the greatest 
contribution to the variance is found in the cycles of least duration 
(2.7, 2.6, 2.3, 2.2, and 2.1 IlOnths) and so it can be explained that 
.. l .. 
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the fluctuations produce the appearance of irregularity, and as a re-
sult, constitute ernpirical evidence favourable to a probabilistic hy_ 
pothesis for econanic phenanena. 
The proposed transformation enables us to confirm hcw the in-
consistency is not imputable to the periodogram but to the type of 
transformation; the periodogram simply estimates a sinusoid by least 
squares in the sane way as a straight line wculd be estimated. We can-
not affirm that the estimated cycles exist in reality, but they do 
exist in tlíe data. 
The periodogram correctly representa both the original series 
and the transfo.rned one. 
Our hypothesis evaluated in the light of the periodogram ena-
bles USO to confirm that although transformation into differences is 
sufficient to reach stationarity, it is not 'necessary; it falls into 
the error of identifying the trend with a polynanial, it is not cohe-
rent with the frequency decornposition of the original series, and in 
short, it has only randomness as a hypothesis for formulating econanic 
laws, \vilich 1 believe must be the unrenounceable airo of any science 
project. 
The analysis of the ernpirical evidence resulting from the 
straight-line transformation undergone in this wcrk, enables us to ha-
ve at our disposal a nethod and a hypothesis whose success in Physics 
is an incontrovertible fact. 
The generali ty of a wave theory denands that the irregular 
component also should be considered as a particular case of the sane 
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theory. 
x. FREl',2t.JEN:Y ANALYSIS OF 'mE IRRE13T.J.LAR CCMPQNENI' RESULTIffi FRCM 'mE CMA. 
'ffiANSF'CRMATION 
The irregular canponent consti tutes the empirica1 counterpart 
of the pure1y rarrlc:m process, whose representation would require an 
infini te nurnter of sinusoids te be considered, and i t is characterized 
by a constant propulation spectrurn, which in the case of considering 
only positiye frequencies, takes the value 
(8) 
which indicates that all the frequencies contribute equal1y te exp1ain 
the variance. 
Those who object te hanrcnic analysis I1aintain that the pe-
riodogram fluctuates erratical1y, when it ought te observe the cons-
tancy of the population spectrurn, al1 of which verifies the inconsis-
tency. 
1 think it is far from being conc1usive since it would be ne-
cessary te justify previous1y that the residual corresponds te a pu-
re1y randc:m process. The previous evidence suggests that if the 
periodogram sh= peaks at certain frequencies, this rreans that the 
residual is not pure1y randc:m. 
In Tab1e VII we have carried out the estirration of the resi-
dua1s frc:m the Q!A transformation, after rerroving the 59 kn= 
harrronics. 
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TABLE VII 
IREl;2UEN::Y ANALYSIS OF 'mE IRREl3UU\R CCMPONENI' SERIES OF APPLICATIONS FCR TE-
LEPHONE LINES (e.M.A.) 
ACCUMUIATED 
FOURIER COEFFICIENl'S EXPIAINED PERIOIXQ<AM 
~ ap he VARIATION I(wp ) LI(Wp ) 
w1 -1,3 0,0 0,000 16,138 2,781 
w2 -3,0 -0,9 0,001 93,679 4,540 
w3 -3,3 -0,7 0,001 108,671 4,688 
w4 -3,4 -0,1 0,001 110,485 4,705 
w5 -3,1 -0,4 0,001 93,297 4,536 
w6 -3,3 -0,4 0,001 105,520 4,659 
w7 -3,2 -0,6 0,001 101,223 4,617 
w8 -3,1 -0,8 0,001 97,880 4,584 
w9 -3,3 -0,8 0,001 110,103 4,701 
w10 -3,2 -0,9 0,001 105,520 4,659 
W].1 -3,2 -0,9 0,001 105,520 4,659 
W].2 -3,2 -1,0 0,001 107,334 4,676 
W].3 -3,1 _-1,1 0,001 103,323 4,658 
W].4 -3,1 -1,2 0,001 105,520 4,659 
W].5 -3,1 -1,2 0,001 105,520 4,659 
W].6 -3,1 -1,3 0,001 107,907 4,681 
W].7 -3,0 -1,4 0,001 104,660 4,651 
W].8 -3,0 -1,5 0,001 107,430 4,677 
W].9 -3,0 -1,6 0,001 110,390 4,704 
w20 -3,0 -1,7 0,001 113,541 4,732 
w21 -2,9 -1,8 0,001 111,249 4,712 
w22 -2,9 -1,9 0,001 114,783 4,743 
w23 -2,9 -1,9 0,001 114,783 4,743 
w24 -2,8 -2,0 0,001 113,064 4,728 
w25 -2,8 -2,1 0,001 116,979 4,762 
w26 -2,7 -2,2 0,001 115,833 4,752 
w27 -2,7 -2,3 0,001 120,130 4,789 
w28 -2,7 -2,4 0,001 124,618 4,825 
w29 -2,6 -2,4 0,001 119,557 4,784 
w30 -2,6 -2,5 0,001 124,236 4,822 
w31 -2,5 -2,6 0,001 124,236 4,822 
w32 -2,5 -2,7 0,001 129,297 4,862 
w33 -2,4 -2,8 0,001 129,870 4,867 
w34 -2,4 -2,8 0,001 129,870 4,867 
w35 -2,3 -2,9 0,001 130,825 4,874 
w36 -2,3 -3,0 0,001 136,459 4,916 
w37 -2,2 -3,1 0,001 137,987 4,927 
w38 -2,1 -3,2 0,001 139,897 4,941 
w39 -2,1 -3,3 0,001 146,104 4,984 
w40 -2,0 -3,4 0,001 148,587 5,001 
w41 -2,0 -3,5 0,001 155,176 5,045 
w42 -1,9 -3,5 0,001 151,452 5,020 
w43 -1,8 -3,6 0,001 154,699 5,041 
w44 -1,7 -3,7 0,001 158,327 5,065 
w45 -1,7 -3,8 0,001 165,489 5,109 
w46 -1,6 -3,9 0,001 169,691 5,134 
w47 -1,5 -4,0 0,001 174,275 5,161 
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TABLE VII 
FREQurn::Y ANALYSIS OF mE IRREGl.JIAR CCMPONENl' SERIES OF APPLICATIONS FCR TE- o N 8 
LEPHONE LINES (e.M.A.) 
FD::UMú'IATED 
FOORIER COEFFICIENl'S EXPLAINED PERICJIX:GRAM 
~ ap ty VARIATION I(Wp ) LI(Wp ) 
w48 -1,4 -4,0 0,001 171,505 5,145 
w49 -1,3 -4,2 0,001 184,588 5,218 
w50 -1,2 -4,2 0,001 182,201 5,205 
-o 
m 
::u 
w51 -1,2 -4,3 0,002 190,317 5,249 
w52 -1,1 -4,4 0,002 196,429 5,280 
w53 -1,0 -4,5 0,002 202,920 5,313 
w54 -0,9 -4,6 0,002 209,798 5,346 
w55 -0,8 -4,7 0,002 217,056 5,380 
w56 -0,7 -4,7 0,002 215,623 5,374 
w57 -0,6 -4,9 0,002 232,716 5,450 
w58 -0,5 -4,9 0,002 231,666 5,445 
w59 -0,4 --5,1 0,002 249,905 5,521 
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The results make it possible to verify how the contribution 
is 0.1%, or 0.2% at all freq"üencies, except at WJ. where it takes the 
value of O. 
The succession of Fourier ccefficients, as weH as the last 
two columns allCM us to confinn that the periodogram is similar to the 
mentioned constancy of the population spectrum, so that in this case 
also, the enpirical evidence is favourable to the validi ty of hanronic 
analysis in Econarnics. 
CON::LUSION 
The previous evidence enables us to try out a wave theory for 
the interpretation of econarnic phencnena. The method detects cycles in 
the data, ):>ut evidently this dces not allCM us to infer that this is 
transferable to the phenanena. 
1 believe that it would be a considerable advance to prove 
the permanence of the cycles independently of the size of the series. 
Then, or simultaneously, it would be the m::ment to begin to 
think about the search for the "physical causes", which explain the 
results that allCM us to arrive at the fonnulation of econarnic laws. 
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